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4. Inspiring Future Cities & Urban Services: Shaping the Future of Urban Development and Services
Initiative. Core to the NUA is the promotion of mixed used space, which combines
Industry Agenda Inspiring Future Cities & Urban Services
THE NEW AUTOMOBILITY: LYFT, UBER AND THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN CITIES 1 SCHALLER
CONSULTING Executive Summary Municipal and civic officials in cities across the country are
The New Automobility: Lyft, Uber and the Future of
A report from the Economist Intelligence Unit Commissioned by Hot spots 2025 Benchmarking the future
competitiveness of cities
A report from the Economist Intelligence Unit 2025
Future Cities Canada Roadshow Report. From late 2017 to early 2018, Future Cities Canada worked with
partners across the country to host a series of roundtable conversations and meetings with municipalities and
communities.
Resources | Future Cities Canada
The research and development agenda of the international Masterâ€™s programme â€˜Prototyping Future
Citiesâ€™ includes five key educational layers: City Project, Technology, Information, Management and
Culture.
Prototyping Future Cities | Master in City and Technology
City centres: past, present and future Their evolving role in the national economy . The recent focus on
struggling high streets ignores the success of well-performing city centres and misdiagnoses the real
problem: a lack of high-skill jobs
City centres: past, present and future | Centre for Cities
Building on the success of the Smart Cities Councilâ€™s annual conference held each fall in Washington,
D.C., Smart Cities WeekÂ® Silicon Valley honors the regionâ€™s focus on innovation â€“ with an interactive
and intimate program tailored to meet the needs of cities in Western North America and the companies
helping them prepare for whatâ€™s coming next.
Smart Cities Council | Teaming to build the cities of the
About the report. The Safe Cities Index 2017 is a report from The Economist Intelligence Unit sponsored by
NEC. The report is based on the second iteration of the index, which ranks 60 cities across 49 indicators
covering digital security, health security, infrastructure security and personal security.
The Safe Cities Index 2017 | Safe Cities 2017
Safe Cities Index. Cities across the globe are growing in size and in terms of how connected they are. Which
cities are best at keeping their citizens safe and how do they do it?
Safe Cities 2017 - The Economist Intelligence Unit
As cities get smarter, they are becoming more livable and more responsiveâ€”and today we are seeing only a
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preview of what technology could eventually do in the urban environment. Until recently, city leaders thought
of smart technologies primarily as tools for becoming more efficient behind the ...
Smart city technology for a more liveable future | McKinsey
CITIES AND CLIMATE CHANGE: AN URGENT AGENDA III Table of Contents Foreword v
Acknowledgements vi Introduction 1 PART IThe Challenge 4 PART II The Impact of Climate Change on
Cities 8 PART III Citiesâ€™ Contribution to Climate Change 14 PART IV Benefits for Cities in Climate
Change Action 33 PART VSupport for Cities 39 References 45 Glossary 47 ...
CITIES AND CLIMATE CHANGE: AN URGENTAGENDA
A child-friendly approach to urban planning is a vital part of creating inclusive cities that work better for
everyone. Designing for urban childhoods inspires us to respond positively to the challenges, and sets out
actions that can help take us to a more child-friendly future â€“ moving well beyond simply providing
playgrounds.
Publications - Arup
Collaboration in Cities: From Sharing to â€˜Sharing Economyâ€™ 5 Todayâ€™s urban environments present
extraordinary opportunities for how we can share and collaborate.
White Paper Collaboration in Cities: From Sharing to
For our Blistering Future Summers interactive we have projected summer high temperatures for the end of
this century for 1,001 cities, and then showed which city in the U.S. â€” or elsewhere in ...
Blistering Future Summers for 1,001 U.S. Cities | Climate
Final report, October 2007 Smart cities Ranking of European medium-sized cities Centre of Regional Science
(SRF) Vienna University of Technology
final report 071030 - smart cities
The National League of Cities (NLC) is working in partnership with the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, and with the support of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the National Association of Counties
and other nonprofit organizations to assist local elected officials who join Let's Move! Cities, Towns and
Counties (LMCTC) as they implement policy and environmental changes to ...
Profile | Healthy Communities for a Healthy Future
Featured. McKinsey Global Institute Our mission is to help leaders in multiple sectors develop a deeper
understanding of the global economy.
Our Research | McKinsey Global Institute | McKinsey & Company
"Edge city" is term that originated in the United States for a concentration of business, shopping, and
entertainment outside a traditional downtown (or central business district) in what had previously been a
residential or rural area. The term was popularized by the 1991 book Edge City: Life on the New Frontier by
Joel Garreau, who established its current meaning while working as a reporter ...
Edge city - Wikipedia
Planning permission can significantly increase the value of land, but this windfall goes directly to the land
owner or developer. This essay looks at how a portion of this money can be used to ...
Future of cities: land value capture - GOV.UK
Impact assessment Future cities UK: creating better places to live, work and play
Future cities UK: creating better places to live, work and
THE NEW AUTOMOBILITY: Lyft, Uber and the Future of American Cities Full report: The New Automobility:
Lyft, Uber and the Future of American Cities (pdf file) Municipal and civic officials in cities across the country
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are grappling with how to respond to the unexpected arrival and rapid growth of new mobility services, most
notably, ride services such as Uber and Lyft (also called ...
Lyft, Uber and the Future of American Cities
The UCL Grand Challenge of Sustainable Cities has supported 38 small research projects and counting since
2010, on a range of topics including creating healthy cities, finding solutions to urban water shortages,
protecting a cityâ€™s heritage and understanding the impacts of graffiti.
Sustainable Cities | UCL Grand Challenges - UCL - London's
Welcome to AECOM's latest Future of Infrastructure research report. For this yearâ€™s edition, we reached
out to more than 10,000 people in 10 major global cities to ask about their everyday experiences with
infrastructure services.
The Future of Infrastructure: Voice of the People. 10,000
View online: bit.ly/2018-Global-Cities 2018 Global Cities Report 2 â€¢ The theoretical â€œfastestâ€• city, one
whose composite score across all Outlook metrics is 100, is composed of nine cities. Melbourne and Sydney
claim top spots in three of the 13 metrics, Moscow and London in two. The race for being the most global city
in the future is wide open.
Learning from the Eastâ€” Insights from Chinaâ€™s Urban Success
SHAPING THE FUTURE OF CITIES Â» A collection of more than 200 trends, this issue of Design Forecast
discusses the role of design in creating the places where people live, work, and play in urban centers across
the globe.
Publications | Research & Insight | Gensler
Arab Future Cities Summit Dubai program will focus around smart cities programs, green cities development
and IT developments in Smart Cities.
Summit Agenda - Arab Future Cities Summit Dubai
January 2016. The Committee on culture of the world association of United Cities and Local Governments
(UCLG) is the platform of cities, organizations and networks that foster the relation between local cultural
policies and sustainable deWhy must culture be at the heart of sustainable urban
Orchestration intelligence: Where cities establish institutions and community-based problem solving and
collaborations, such as in Bletchley Park, where the Nazi Enigma cypher was decoded by a team led by Alan
Turing.This has been referred to as the first example of a smart city or an intelligent community.
Empowerment intelligence: Cities provide open platforms, experimental facilities and ...
Smart city - Wikipedia
TOWARDS A WATER AND FOOD SECURE FUTURE Critical Perspectives for Policy-makers The outlook
for 2050 is encouraging, globally, but much work is needed to achieve sustainable water
TOWARDS A WATER AND FOOD SECURE FUTURE
An integrated architecture, design, planning and consulting firm â€” 6,000+ professionals networked across
48 officesâ€”providing global reach with local touch.
Research & Insight | Gensler
Exelon does business in 48 states, the District of Columbia and Canada. Wherever we are, we work with
local employees, customers, government officials and the public to design strategies that leave each
community better than we found it.
Energy Plants & Facilities - Our Locations - Exelon
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REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDERS SUMMARY OF REPORT
INTRODUCTION The summer of 1967 again brought racial disorders to American cities, and with them
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDâ€¦
BRIEF Paid Family Leave Strengthening Families and Our Future Curtis Skinner Susan Ochshorn April 2012
Strengthening Families and Our Future - NCCP
SUMMARY VERSION 1 The future of food and agriculture Trends and challenges
The future of food and agriculture â€“ Trends and challenges
3 PwC As in our 2017 report, the two highest performing cities are Oxford and Reading, with Oxford
maintaining its narrow lead at the top. The most recent results also show a significant gap between
Good Growth for Cities 2018 - pwc.co.uk
ArtsIT, Interactivity & Game Creation 2018 is meant to be a place where people in arts, with a keen interest in
modern IT technologies, meet with people in IT, having strong ties to arts in their works.
ArtsIT 2018 - 7th EAI International Conference: ArtsIT
February 8, 2018 For Immediate Release Sumitomo Forestry Co., Ltd. Changing Cities into Forests: Creating
Environmentally-Friendly and Timber-Utilizing Cities
Changing Cities into Forests: Creating Environmentally
Introduction. Growing Michiganâ€™s Future. i .1. Introduction. In Michigan and across the nation, the
landscape and culture of . agriculture is changing .
Growing Michiganâ€™s Future
The Global Talent Competitiveness Index (GTCI) is a firmly established global benchmark for issues related
to talent competitiveness and the future of work.
GTCI Report 2019 - Entrepreneurial Talent and Global
Non-Revenue Water (NRW) NRW varies between 30% and 50% in Indian cities. This calls for introduction of
new metering solutions, equipment and automated processes to assess, monitor and control NRW.
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